VL7 - VL40

Operating principle
Two counter rotating lobes transfer from the inlet to the outlet the
pumped media drawn into the pockets formed between the lobes
and the pump housing.
The flow of the media can be reversed simply by changing the direction
of the rotation.
The rotating lobes are rubber coated;it is consequently possible to
pump random solids
The pump is selfpriming
Application
Vl pump allows the transfer of viscous and fibrous products.slurries,
sludges,pastes and muds also containing abrasive and suspended
solids with a maximum size of 30mm.
Operating field:civil and industrial waste treatment plants,paper,
ceramic,tiles industrials,in the maching of glass and marble,in the
chemical,petrolchemical,food industry,in agriculture,in drilling
plants.ect.

VL
30mm

Construction
VL

Designing the vl pump particular care has been delicated to improve
pump life and limit maintenance operations.
Standard version

GG30
400HB

Housing :GG30 cast iron
Lobes:cast iron coated with NBR
Shoulders:wear resistant steel(400HB)
Shaft seals:double radial seals,grease lubricated sliding on hardened
bushes
Manifolds:galvanized steel
Special versions are available for specific applications

- Housing
- Lobes
- Shoulders
- Shaft seals
- Manifolds
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VL7 - VL40
mm

DIMENSIONI mm:

- Operating data:

- Dimensioni mm:

Pressure bar

Mod

20

RPM

- Flow

540rpm

Model

- Flow rate

Values for 540rpm and water at 20

- Pressure bar

- Pressure bar
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Power

VL7 - VL40
HYDRAULIC MOTOR:
- Mod

3

- Displacement cm /rev.
- Pressure bar
rpm - Giri/min RPM
- Motor flanges
540RPM

l/min - Flow l/min a 540 rpm

ELECTRIC MOTOR:

- Mod

Flow rate a 460rpm.3bar l/min
3bar,
460RPM
l/min
- Required power Kw
- Motor power Kw
- Protection degree
/

- Voltage/HZ

DIESEL MOTOR:

- mod

- N.OF cylinders
- Power Kw
3

- Displacement cm /rev.
- Pressure max bar
l/min
*
**

Flow l/min a 520rpm

3bar
C=1150

* On request groups sized for 3bar
** On request horizontal exhauster c=1150
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